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Abstract.  We use different types of determinantal Hartree-Fock (HF) wave functions to 
calculate variational bounds for the ground state energy of N  spin-half fermions in 
volume , with mass , electric charge zero, and magnetic moment 0V m μ ,which are 
interacting through long range magnetic dipole-dipole interaction. We find that at high 
densities when the average inter particle distance  becomes small compared to the 
magnetic length , a ferromagnetic state with spheroidal occupation function 
, involving quadrupolar deformation, gives a lower energy compared to the 
variational energy for the uniform paramagnetic state. This HF variational bound to the 
ground state energy turns out to have a lower energy than our earlier calculation in which 
instead of a determinantal wavefunction we had used a positive semi-definite single particle 
density matrix operator  whose eigenvalues 
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)1(ρ )(kn r↑ , having quadrupolar deformation, 
were allowed to take any value from 0 to 1. This system is of course still unstable towards 
infinite density collapse, but we show here explicitly that a suitable short range repulsive 
(hard core) interaction  of  strength  and range  a can stop this collapse. The existence of 
a stable high density ferromagnetic state with spheroidal occupation function is possible as 
long as the ratio of coupling constants  is not very small compared to 1. 
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1. Introduction  
 
Because of its great relevance to the properties of matter, the problem of the nature of the 
ground state of many–particle electron systems, like the electron gas, has been studied 
extensively for more than seven decades now. However, the nature of the ground state of 
quantum spin-half chargeless fermion systems, like neutrinos, with finite magnetic dipole 
moment has not drawn too much attention. In this paper, we will address this problem 
involving spin- dependent long range non central interaction between particles with no 
electric charge, with or without a short range repulsive central hard core interaction. We will 
use various types of determinantal Hartree-Fock (HF) wave functions to investigate the 
nature of the ground state and to calculate variational upper bounds to the ground state 
energy of such systems. This may not be of direct relevance to the neutrino cosmology at this 
stage, because of the tiny neutrino magnetic moment, but it is a very interesting problem in 
itself in the study of quantum many- particle systems.  
       In a recent work [1], we had considered the nature of the ground state of a system of N  
chargeless fermions of spin-1/2, mass  and magnetic momentm μ , interacting through the 
long range magnetic dipole-dipole interaction only. We had shown that at high densities 
when the interparticle distance  becomes smaller than the magnetic length 
,a fully saturated ferromagnetic state with quadrupolar deformation of the 
single particle occupation function 
0r
22 /2 hμmrm ≡
)(kn
r
↑ ,with ,0)( =↓ kn
r
 has lower energy than the 
energy of any variational uniform paramagnetic state with occupation function independent 
of spin quantum numbers (↑: sz = +1/2 or ↓: sz = -1/2). Here,  for the 
particles in volume . The exchange energy varying as becomes attractive, and it 
dominates the repulsive kinetic energy contribution varying as . Below some value of 
the dimensionless density parameter
NVr /)3/4( 0
3
0 =π
0V
3
0/1 r
2
0/1 r
msm rrr /)21.2( 0≡ , the total energy becomes negative 
and the system collapses towards an infinite density state. We will explicitly show in this 
paper that this instability of the system towards the high-density collapse is stopped by a 
suitable short range repulsive finite hardcore interaction.  
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        Our variational calculation [1] ,described above, was not done strictly with an N-particle 
determinantal HF wave function, but we had used instead eigen values  of a positive 
semi-definite  single particle density matrix operator , with 
 , as variational parameters. However, Lieb[2] has shown long back that 
unless the interaction is  purely repulsive everywhere , which is not true in our problem, only 
a variational determinantal HF wavefunction  can give an upper bound to the  ground state 
energy ,and not any arbitrary variational positive definite single particle density matrix. In 
Sec 2 of this paper, we will discuss this aspect in greater detail, and use different forms of 
determinantal HF functions to obtain  the upper bound for the ground state energy of the 
chargeless fermions interacting through only magnetic dipole-dipole interaction. At high 
enough densities, a ferromagnetic state with a spheroidal shape of  the  boundary of occupied 
states in 
σkn r
||)1( σσρ
σ σ
k
r
kn
k
k
r
r
r ><= ∑
1)(0 ≤≤ kn rσ
↑kr -space ( ) , to be referred  as the  JM ferromagnetic state to distinguish 
it from the state used in [1],  gives the upper bound to the ground state energy, at least for  
small deformations. This state, as expected, is unstable towards a high density collapse, as 
was the case in our earlier calculation [1]. 
1=↑kn r
     In Sec. 3, we calculate the effect of including a short range repulsive hard core interaction 
of strength  and range a  between the chargeless fermions, in addition to the magnetic 
dipole interaction. The calculation is again done using the framework of the variational 
determinantal HF procedure of the previous section. We find that if the  hard core coupling 
constant  is not extremely weak compared to the magnetic coupling constant , there 
is no infinite density collapse of the JM ferromagnetic state. We thus show the possible 
existence of a stable equilibrium high density JM ferromagnetic state for such a system. 
0U
3
0aU
2μ
 
2. Nature of variational bounds and single determinant HF variational calculations 
    in the absence of any hard core interaction  
 
An N-particle determinantal HF wave function can be written in the form 
        )](det[)!/1(|,.....,),......,( 1111 jjkNNNNNN srfNsrsrsrsr ii
rrrrr r σ>=Ψ=<Ψ  (1) 
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as constructed from any N single particle orthonormal functions , where ),( srf
iik
rr σ },{ sr
r
 
refer to space-spin variables. The actual choice of the complete set of single particle 
orbitals f , in general, need not correspond to plane wave states. In other words, in general 
the quantum number need not refer to a wave vector. In the HF case, the N-particle density 
matrix operator  corresponds to a pure state with matrix elements 
k
r
||)( NN
N
HF Ψ><Ψ=ρ
        =)'',......,'';,......,( 1111)( NNNNNHF srsrsrsr rrrrρ  
                    )'',.....,''(),.....,( 1111 NNNNNN srsrsrsr
rrrr ∗ΨΨ                                           (2) 
The corresponding reduced single particle density matrix is obtained in the usual way [2] by 
integrating the expression (2) over all the particle variables except one and multiplying it by 
the number of particles N . It is given by the expression   
      )''()()'',(''|| )1()1( srfsrfnsrsrsrsr kk
k
kHFHF
rrrrrr rr
r
r ∗∑=>=< σσσ σρρ                            (3a)   
     
                   ||)1( σσρ
σ σ
kkn
k
kHF
rr
r
r ><=∑                                                                       (3b) 
with 
                  NnsrsrrdTr
k
kHF
s
HF === ∑∑∫ σ σρρ r r
rr ),()( )1(3)1(                                       (3c) 
where in the particular case of plane wave single particle orbitals and spin functions σχ , 
                  )()}.{exp()(|)( 2/10 srkiVksrsrfk σσ χσ r
rrrrr −>==<                             (3d) 
and where  for all the N orthonormal single particle states used in 
constructing the determinantal HF wavefunction, and 
1)( =≡ knnk
r
r σσ
0)( =kn rσ  for all the other states in 
the complete set of single particle states in the Hilbert space. 
  In our earlier calculation [1], we had used 1)(0 ≤≤ kn rσ  itself as a variational 
function, corresponding to an admissible [2] positive semi-definite single particle density 
matrix operator 
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            ||)()1( σσρ
σ σ
kkkn
k
rrr
r ><= ∑   , with  =)( )1(ρTr )(kn
k
r
r∑σ σ  = N        (4) 
          >=<<≤><>=< ∑∑ φφσφσφφρφ
σσ σ
|||||||)(|| 22)1(
kk
kkkn rr
rrr
         (5) 
for any possible state >φ|  in the relevant Hilbert space. As in the HF case (see, eq. 3a),the 
form of the matrix elements of  remains the same, )1(ρ
             )''()()()'',()1( srfsrfknsrsr kk
k
rrrrr rr
r
∗∑= σσσ σρ                                         (6) 
but the occupation function )(kn
r
σ can take any value from 0 to 1.Of course, the more 
general single particle density matrix operator does not correspond to , except in 
the special case when each  is restricted to the value which is either 1 or 0. 
)1(ρ )1(HFρ
)(kn
r
σ
Lieb [2] has shown that one may use any admissible  for the single particle 
density matrix operator, as, e.g., given by eqs (4) and (5),and obtain the total energy of the 
system variationally by calculating 
)1(ρ
)(),()()2/1()()( 0
)1(3)2(
0
)1()1( srHsrsrrdVTrHTrE
s
rrrρρρρ ∑∫=+=  
+ ),()'','';,()2/1( 221122112211
)2(
2
3
1
3
1 2
srsrVsrsrsrsrrdrd
s s
rrrrrrρ∫∑∑∫             (7) 
where the total Hamiltonian of the system is given by 
),()(
1
0 jji
N
i
N
j
ii
N
i
i srsrVsrHH
rrr ∑∑∑
<=
+= .                                                            (8) 
Here,  represents the single particle part of the total Hamiltonian, which in our case 
is just the kinetic energy 
)(0 ii srH
r
mi 2/
22∇− rh , ),( 2211 srsrV rr  represents the interaction between 
particles 1 and 2, and is the two-particle density operator with matrix elements )2(ρ
)'','';,( 22112211
)2( srsrsrsr rrrrρ = )'',()'',( 2222)1(1111)1( srsrsrsr rrrr ρρ  
                                                               )'',()'',( 1122
)1(
2211
)1( srsrsrsr rrrr ρρ−    (9) 
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It should be noted that when corresponds exactly to  of eq. (3), the corresponding 
is nothing but the reduced two-particle density matrix operator  which is obtained 
from  of eq.(2),and in that special case  of eq. (7) gives exactly the variational 
HF energy corresponding to the chosen determinantal wave function. Lieb showed further 
that whereas for any admissible  one can always construct a 
)1(ρ )1(HFρ
)2(ρ )2(HFρ
)(N
HFρ )( )1(ρE
)1(ρ N -particle density matrix 
operator )(~ Nρ  satisfying the Pauli principle ( not necessarily unique) such that the 
corresponding single particle reduced density matrix )1()1(~ ρρ = ,the corresponding energy 
 of eq.(7) gives the variational bound )( )1(ρE
)()( )1()1( ρρ EEE HFHFexact ≤≤                                                                    (10) 
only if the interaction ),( 2211 srsrV
rr
 is nonnegative for all the values of its arguments. Here, 
 is the exact ground state energy of the system, and  is the best (lowest possible) 
variational HF energy. Although, this non- negativity condition is satisfied in the familiar 
case of the Coulomb interaction between particles of same charge, this is not true in our case 
of magnetic dipole-dipole interaction. In other words, we are not aware of any general proof 
to show that calculated by us in the earlier paper
exactE HFE
)( )1(ρE  [1] is an upper bound to the exact 
ground state energy, although it may well be true for the specific choice of of eq. (4) in 
which we had taken a very simple form of 
)1(ρ
)(kn
r
σ  as,  
≤<−Θ+−== ↑↑↓ βθββ 0),()}(cos)1{()(,0)( 2 kkPknkn Fkr
rr
2/3   (11) 
where P2(z) is the Legendre polynomial ½( 3z2 – 1) and Θ(x) is the step function. 
Note that whether the values of the interaction )'',( srsrV rr  are positive or negative, 
in all cases any determinantal HF wave function corresponding to )1()1( HFρρ =  of eq. (3) 
always satisfies the variational bound 
)( )1()1( HFHFexact EE ρρ =≤                                                                               (12) 
It what follows next, we therefore propose to use only suitable determinantal HF wave 
functions to calculate the variational ground state energy of the dipole system.  
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2. 1  Single determinant variational calculations  
Let us assume that we are dealing with a determinantal HF wave function  of the type 
given by eq.(1) to calculate the variational energy 
NΨ
>ΨΨ< NN H || ,which is equivalent to 
using the single particle density matrix operator )1()1( HFρρ =  of eqs (3a-3d) with )(kn
r
σ  =1 
(0) for the occupied(unoccupied) states. In this Section, we will only consider the case with 
no hard core interaction.  As shown in our earlier paper [1], for the magnetic dipole-dipole 
interaction the total Hamiltonian is 
),(2/
1
2
jji
N
i
N
j
i
N
i
i srsrVmpH
rr∑∑∑
<=
+=                                                                (13a) 
]ˆ.ˆ.3.)[/(),( 221
32
2211 rsrsssrsrsrV
rrrrrr −= μ                                                     (13b) 
 rrrrrrrr /ˆ,||,21
rrrr ==−=                                                                          (13c) 
 (13d) }1){ˆ(),(),()(12 q
r
0,,221
)(
12
2
2
2
2211
.3
qM
M
M
M
rqi qYssNhsrsrVredV r
rr rrrr δμ −=≡ −
+
−=
−
− ∑∫
where  are constants, Mh− ),( 21
)(
12 ssN
M rr  are spin operators [1] corresponding to two spin-1/2 
particles, and  are spherical harmonics of order 2.The interaction matrix element 
vanishes for the momentum transfer 
)ˆ(2 qY M
0=qr  and is independent of the magnitude of the 
momentum transfer, depending only on its direction q . The two- particle spin operator 
connects only those states for which the total z-components of the two spins differ by 
M. When one is taking the expectation value of 
ˆ
)(
12
MN
V  in any chosen determinantal state, only 
M=0 term contributes, the matrix elements of which are given below explicitly. In fact, the 
total variational energy is then given by  
exchkinNN EEHE +>=ΨΨ=< ||                                                                       (14) 
)()2/( 22 knmkE
k
kin
r
hr σσ∑=                                                                                    (15) 
),()ˆ()()(1)2/( 21
)0(
1220
0
0
2
2
1 2
1
σσμ σσ σ σ NqYknqknVhE k qexch −+−= ∑∑∑∑
rrr
r r
   (16) 
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where 
)(
4
1
4
1),(;
5
16
3
4
,,,,,21
)0(
120 212121 ↓↑↑↓ +−== σσσσσσ δδδδδσσ
ππ Nh    (17) 
In terms of the Legendre polynomial, one has   
      (18) )1cos3)(2/1()4/5()(cos)4/5()ˆ()ˆ( 2ˆ
2/1
ˆ2
2/1
2020 −==−= qqPqYqY θπθπ
As in the case of the familiar electron gas problem with uniform positive ionic background,  
there is no contribution due to the first (direct) term of eq. (9), because 0)0(12 ==qV r . 
Note that in any variational paramagnetic state, with )()( knkn
rr
↓↑ = , the exchange 
contribution goes to zero because of summations over spins 1σ  and 2σ ,due to the particular 
 form of the spin matrix elements given in eq.(17). There is a contribution only from the 
kinetic energy part, and the best variational paramagnetic state is then nothing but the non 
interacting uniform paramagnetic state with energy . 0E
      The exchange term of eq.(16) gives the maximum negative contribution when 21 σσ = ,  
and the direction of the momentum transfer is such that ,i.e., close to the spin 
quantization direction . Note that the summations over 
3/1cos 2ˆ <qθ
zˆ k
r
 and  give zero for the 
exchange contribution if the occupation function is spherical. To proceed further, let us 
assume that all spins are parallel (say, in the up-direction), with ,but 
qr
0)( =↓ kn
r
)(kn
r
↑  
depends on both the magnitude and the direction of k
r
. For example, one may consider the 
form  
NknkYkYkkkkn
k
F =+++−Θ= ∑ ↑↑↑ )(;...)))ˆ()ˆ((()( 202101222 rr rδδ           (19) 
 in which ,.., 21 δδ ,lead to deformation from the spherical surface. Before proceeding 
further, it has to be noted that following the usual procedure [3] a simple calculation of the 
proper self- energy  can be easily done to the lowest order in the dipole-dipole 
interaction, for a system of particles with only up-spins, starting with the unperturbed 
Green’s function of the non interacting gas corresponding to the occupation function 
)(k
r
h ∗↑Σ
 8
↑↑ −Θ= ,0 )()( σσ δkkkn F . Such a calculation shows that the resulting proper self -energy 
is proportional to  with a positive proportionality factor which is a function of the 
magnitude 
)ˆ()( 20 kY−
k . This implies that in the polar direction, the single particle energy 
 is lower compared to its value in the equatorial  plane for 
the same value of the magnitude of the wave vector. Note, however, that the contribution to 
the total energy from this proper self -energy goes to zero, as already observed, since it 
requires the integration over 
)()2/( 22 kkm
r
hh ∗↑Σ+ yx kk −
k
r
of the product of the self- energy and the unperturbed 
spherical function . Thus, there is no alternative but to deform the occupation 
function from the spherical shape to get any non vanishing contribution to . However, 
the simple self-energy calculation does suggest that it is more natural to consider the 
deformation of the surface bounding the occupied states to be of the quadrupolar type 
corresponding to a prolate spheroid. We consider this case first. 
)(kno↑
exchE
 
2.1.1  Quadrupolar Deformation 
Let  the occupied region of  is a prolate spheroid (a symmetrical egg) pointed towards the 
z-direction. The surface bounding the occupied region in the 
k
r
k
r
-space is then given by the 
equation 
FxFz
Fz
z
Fx
yx kk
k
k
k
kk >=++ ,1)( 2
2
2
22
                                                     (20) 
so that  
      =)(kn
r
↑ −Θ 1( )))(cos1(()
)(
ˆ22
22
2
2
2
22
kF
Fz
z
Fx
yx Pkk
k
k
k
kk θβ−−Θ=−+ ↑      (21)                                   
in this state (to be called the  JM  ferromagnetic state), where, 
                
)2(
)(2)4/5(;
)2(
3
22
22
2
2/1
222
22
2
FxFz
FxFz
FxFz
FzFx
F kk
kk
kk
kkk +
−=≡+=↑ δπβ              (22a) 
                              (22b) )1/(;)2/1/( 2
22
2
22 ββ −=+= ↑↑ FFzFFx kkkk
and where the volume of the k-space spheroid is given by 
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                    (22c) ])1)(2/1/[()3/4()3/4( 2/122
32 ββππ −+== ↑FFzFxspheroid kkkV
Using the fact that for only up- spins present in the system, 
4/1),( 21
)0(
12
1 2
=∑∑ σσ
σ σ
N                                                                       (23) 
exchE  for different types of deformation can be calculated from the expression 
)ˆ()()(
4
1)2/( 20
0
0
2 qYknqkn
V
hE
k q
exch −+−= ∑∑ ↑↑r r
rrrμ                               (24) 
If we use the form (21) for )(kn
r
↑  to calculate the exchange energy  in the JM state , 
with positive deformation parameter 
)(Q
exchE
2β , for occupied states one has to restrict its value such 
that .10 2 ≤≤ β  For 02 =β , the surface becomes spherical whereas for ,12 =β one finds 
 , a singular behavior, but the volume of the spheroid is still finite with 
= . We propose to consider the value of the deformation parameter 
such that 
0→Fzk
22 6/ πFzFxkk 0/VNn =
.10 2 << β The form (21) leads to the expression for the number density as 
..)
8
31(
6)1)(2/1(
1
68
)(1 222
3
2/1
22
2
3
3
00
++→⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−+===
↑↑
↑∑ βπββππ FF
spheroid
k
kkV
kn
VV
N r
r  (25)  
which has no correction to the linear order in 2β  for small deformations, compared the 
spherical case ( 02 =β ) with the non interacting gas ferromagnetic state Fermi wavevector 
 where  is the Fermi wave vector for the non interacting particles in the 
uniform paramagnetic state.  Here, . Substituting the form(21) in eq. 
(15),the kinetic energy can be calculated exactly. One finds, 
,2 0
3/1
FF kk =↑ 0Fk
23
00 3// πFkVN =
)(Q
kinE (JM)= )1)(2/1(
)2/1()5/3(
2 22
2
22
ββ
β
−+
−↑
m
k
N F
h
]})4/1(1[2{ 22
3/2
0 β+→ E       (26) 
where 
)5/3(0 =E m
kF
2
2
0
2h
 = 
m
r
2
)/21.2(
2
2
0
h
                                                             (27) 
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is the energy of the best variational paramagnetic state with )()( 0 kkkn F −Θ=σ ,which is 
just the ground state energy of non interacting spin-half Fermi gas. For a general value of 2β  
between 0 and 1, it is not easy to obtain the exchange energy contribution analytically. 
However, for small deformations one can expand the expression (21) for the occupation 
function in powers of 2β . As we have seen already, to the order linear in 2β there are no 
corrections to the number density and to the kinetic energy. But, in the lowest order the 
exchange energy is linear in 2β , and a straight forward calculation leads to 
;)100/9()/()( )(2
3
0
2)( QQ
exch JrJME βμ−=    6/5)( =QJ                    (28) 
The total variational energy per particle to the lowest order in 2β  then becomes  
}
)21.2(
)40/3(2{)(
0
2
3/20
)()(
r
r
N
E
N
E
N
E
JM
N
E m
N
exch
Q
kin
Q
β−=+=    (29) 
For different allowed positive values of the quadrupolar deformation parameter 2β , Fig.1 
shows a plot of , as a function of the dimensionless density parameter 
.The present result  for the so called JM state is different quantitatively 
than our earlier result ( eq. 3.28 of Ref.1), where we had taken the form of the single particle 
density operator  and 
0
)( / EE Q
msm rrr /)21.2( 0=
)1(ρ )(kn r↑  as given by eqs (4) and (11). However, qualitatively 
results are similar. In fact, if we identify the earlier deformation parameter β of Eq.(11) with 
2β  used in the determinantal calculation here, for the same density parameter  our 
present calculation gives lower variational energy ( see Fig.1,where both results are plotted). 
Since the present calculation of variational HF energy is an upper bound to the ground state 
energy, it turns out that the result in Ref.1 was also an upper bound for the particular choice 
of , but is not as good as the present HF case! In the present case, the total energy 
becomes less than of the uniform variational paramagnetic state for 
smr
)1(ρ
0E
)]12/([
40
3 3/2
2 −< βsmr , i.e., )21.2)(12(40
3
3/2
2
0 −<
mrr β           (30) 
When we increase the density further, the total energy becomes negative for 
 11
)21.2)(2(40
3)( 3/2
2
0
mrcriticalr β≤                                                  (31) 
and, as before, eventually the system will collapse to an infinite density state. 
2.1.2 Dipolar deformation 
 
Although, the quadrupolar deformation was the most natural choice, it is instructive to 
consider also a purely dipolar deformation of the surface bounding the occupied spin-up only 
states in the k
r
-space. In this case, let us assume 
))(cos())ˆ(1()( ˆ11
222
101 kFF PkkkkYkkkn θβδ +−Θ=−−Θ= ↑↑↑
r
   (32) 
where 
11 4/3 δπβ = , )ˆ(3/4cos)(cos 10ˆˆ1 kYP kk πθθ == .                                (33) 
When the above form of is substituted in eqs (3c), (15) and (24) to calculate the 
number  density ,the  kinetic energy and the exchange energy respectively, we again find that 
whereas the number density and  the kinetic energy contribution can be calculated exactly as 
a function of  deformation parameter 
)(kn
r
↑
1β , the magnitude of which can take values between 0 
and 1,it is not easy to obtain the exact exchange energy contribution analytically. Thus, for 
calculating the exchange energy we expand the occupation function given by eq. (32) in 
powers of 1β , for small deformations. As expected, in the lowest order this contribution is of 
the order . The final results of our calculations are as follows, 21β
;])8/5(1[
6
.)( 2
12
3
0
βπ +→
↑ dipk
V
N F 3
0
3 .)( FF kdipk →↑ 121 ])8/5(1[2 −+ β       (34) 
])12/5(1[2 21
3/20
.)(
β+→
N
E
N
E dipkin                                                                    (35)                    
20
2
1
3
0
2.)( βμ
rN
E dipexch −→                                                                                             (36) 
The total energy correct to the order  is then given by 21β
]
)21.2(20
))12/5(1(2[
0
2
12
1
3/20
.)(
r
r
N
E
N
E m
dip ββ −+=                (37) 
The above energy is lower than the uniform paramagnetic state energy , for NE /0
 12
])12/5(1)[21.2(2
20
2
1
3/2
2
1
0 β
β
+<
mrr .                                             (38) 
As the density is increased further, the total energy with dipolar deformation also becomes 
negative, and eventually collapses to the infinite density state. However, note that the 
comparison of expressions (29) and (37) shows that at the same density NE dip /.)(  is higher 
than NE Q /)(  of the JM state, even if one takes || 1β  high enough so that In 
Fig.2, we have plotted both these determinantal HF results for an easy comparison. For small 
deformations, the result that the JM state involving quadrupolar deformation gives a lower 
energy is of course valid exactly, and one can not really give too much importance to the fact 
that a comparison of these approximate expressions even for higher allowed values (close to 
1) for the respective deformation parameters  gives lower energy for the quadrupolar 
case. But, it seems very likely that the quadrupolar deformation of the surface bounding the 
occupied spin-up states in the JM state gives a better upper bound to the ground state energy. 
.2
2
1 ββ ≈
2
2
1 ,ββ
 
3.  Variational HF ground state energy of the magnetic dipole system in presence of a hard  
     core potential 
 
Now, we consider the situation in which the chargeless fermion system with magnetic dipole  
interaction has also a short range repulsive hard core interaction between the particles. This is 
to explore whether the inclusion of this hard core interaction can stop the high density 
collapse of the JM ferromagnetic state with spheroidal shape in the k
r
 space of the occupied  
spin-up states. The most general form of the velocity-independent interaction between spin-
half particles can be written in the form[3] 
 
      ]ˆ.ˆ.3.)[(.)()()( 21212112 rsrsssrVssrVrVrV Tsc
rrrrrrrrrr −++=                          (39) 
 
The last term (tensor interaction) has the form of the magnetic dipole-dipole  interaction in 
our problem,  with  VT =  μ2  / r3. We had no other interaction until now.  We will now add a 
very short range( finite) highly repulsive interaction for calculating  its expectation value in  
the following chosen determinantal states :  
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(a): The uniform paramagnetic state ( PARA): )()()( 00 kkknkn F −Θ==
r
σ         (40)  
 
(b):The fully polarized ferromagnetic state with quadrupolar deformation (  JM state): 
 
                    (41) ))(cos()(;)()( 22
222
, kF Pkkkknknkn r
rrr θβδσσ +−Θ≡= ↑↑↑↑
                                                                    
We can choose the central short range repulsive part, of the form as in the first or in the 
second  term of eq. (39). In the PARA state, the second term does not contribute to the direct 
part in its expectation value , because of the spin summations .The exchange part has a factor  
of ½ due to spin  summations.  In the JM state, except for an additional factor of ¼ due to the  
spin part, the contribution will be similar to the first term. Thus it is enough to consider the 
form of the only first term in eq. (39) for the repulsive short range part , to get all the results 
 we want. Let, 
 
0)( UrVc =r ( large & positive) for ar ≤  , arrVc >= ,0)(r                                (42)                
 
The range is assumed to be small but finite. The Fourier transform in the space of the  a −qr
above interaction is     
]/)cos(sin3)[0()()( 33.3 aqqaqaqaqVrVredqV cc
rqi
c −=== −∫ rr rr            (43)                                      
where,  
     ;                          (44)                                    30)3/4()0()0( aUVqV cc π=≡= 0230 6)2/( amaU h≡
 
Note that there are two parameters in the potential, the strength    U 0 and the range a. 
Sometimes, one replaces the coupling constant by the actual low-energy scattering 
length [3],  as indicated in eq. (44). 
3
0aU
0a
 
        In general, the expectation value of the hard core interaction (43) in any HF state is  
 
volumeVqkkVVknkn
kdkdVE
cc
c
≡≡−−×
=
∑∑
∫∫
021,21
3
2
33
1
30
)],()0()[()(
)8/()8/(
2
212
1 2
1
rrrrr
σσσσ σ σ
δ
ππ
    (45) 
                                                                                                                   
(a)  In the PARA state, this gives : 
 
=)( paraEc )]()0(2)[8/()8/(22
3
2
33
1
30 qVVkdkdV cc −× ∫∫ ππ                (46) 
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This leads to the usual result valid for any potential not depending on the direction of qr : 
03 2
3
2
1
2
33
2
1
2
1 ;)]()0(2)[1()1(
/)(
Fk
q
cc
c
xqVVxxxqd
NparaE
≡−−Θ+−×
=
∫π
           (47) 
                                                                                                                               
(b) In the JM state ,we have the general result  
 
)]()0()[()()( 33
)2(2 6
0 qVVqknknqdkdJME cc
V
c −+= ↑↑∫∫ r
rr
π                (48) 
                                                                                                                                 
To the leading orders in  , i.e. << 1, the expression (46) for the paramagnetic 
state goes as ( )
akF 0 0/ ra
0/ ra 3, whereas the expression (47) for the JM state goes as ( )0/ ra 5, both 
being positive. Since the magnetic dipole contribution in the JM state, as calculated in section 
2 varies as 1/  with a negative sign, at high densities it is the positive hard core 
contribution which will dominate the total energy, as long as the range  . However, 
this condition is unnecessary for having a stable JM state, as we will show below. 
3
0r
a 0r<<
        More generally, to the linear order in the quadrupolar deformation parameter 2β  of the 
JM state, there is no need to recalculate the kinetic energy term and the dipolar exchange 
term. They remain the same as in section 2. One has to recalculate only the repulsive core 
contribution without any expansion in the parameter . We find 0/ ra
)(22;)](1)[)((2/)(
00
92.1
00054
2.19
2
2
0
0 r
a
Fr
a
c akT
amUEparaE =≡+= ααπh  ; 
                       ;                           (49) )/21.2)(2/( 20
2
0 rmE h≡ 3/1)4/9(92.1 π≅
                                                                                                                                           
where the function T( s) is  defined by, 
 
           
)]sincos48cos8sin8(
)sincos22()sin)([(1)(
32
2
1
2
372
3
3
sssssss
sssssSisT
s
ss
−−−++
−−−−−≡
                     (50) 
                                                                                                                                            
and where the sine integral function  
                           ..)/(sin)( 7!75!5
0
3!3
753 +−+−== ∫ ss
s
ssxxdxsSi                       (51) 
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Similarly, one finds 
)(22;)())((2/)(
00
92.13/4
27
2.19
2
2
0
0 r
a
Fr
a
c akT
amUEJME =≡= ↑↑↑ ααπh      (52) 
                                                                                                                                        
              
Thus in the presence of the hard core interaction, the expression (29) giving the ratio of the  
total energy E  and E0  in the JM state is replaced by 
 
}
)21.2(
)/2()40/3()()()/2(2{)(
0
22
227
2.19
0
3
0
2
3/2
0 r
mT
r
aUmJM
E
E μβαπ h
h −+= ↑    (53) 
 
where, as defined before,    ;  22 /2 hμmrm ≡ msm rrr /)21.2( 0= . 
 
From the definition of the function T (s) given by eqs (50 ) and (51), it  is easy to see that 
it is a smooth function, with  and  ∞→→ sassT ,1)( .1,100/3)( 2 <<→ sforssT
With the definition given in eq. (52) for 0/1~ r↑α , the expression (53) immediately shows 
us that for the ratio of the coupling constants not extremely small compared to 1, 
the total energy becomes positive as , and there is no longer the high density collapse 
of section 2, as explicitly shown in Fig.3. The JM ferromagnetic state is now a possible stable 
equilibrium ground state of the system.   
23
0 /μaU
00 →r
 
4. Concluding remarks 
Our interest in the nature of the ground state of chargeless fermions with a finite magnetic 
moment initially arose because of the suggestion by Yajnik [4] that the state of the universal 
relic background neutrinos might be a ferromagnetic state with domain walls, made in the 
context of big-bang cosmology. However, we find that in the non relativistic case, at T = 0 K, 
the density required for the ferromagnetic transition, with a spheroidal occupation function, is 
too high for satisfying the condition 20 2μ=< mrr 2/hm . For chargeless fermions with an 
atomic mass of  to times the electron mass and magnetic moment 410 510 μ  of the order of 
the Bohr magneton,   For neutrinos with a mass in the range of 
0.01eV and a very tiny magnetic moment
.1010 89 cmrm
−− −≈
 [5], is extremely small. May be, in the mr
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cosmological context it is still interesting to investigate this problem in the relativistic regime 
and at high temperatures, conditions relevant to the times very close to the big bang. Also, in 
general it will be important to find numerically what is the optimum value of the only 
variational parameter 2β  which gives the lowest upper bound for the ground state energy, 
and what is the corresponding equilibrium density for the JM ferromagnetic state for given 
hard core and magnetic dipole interactions. The positive kinetic energy per particle tends to 
infinity as the parameter 2β  tends to 1.In that case, to minimize the kinetic energy one may 
have to localize the particles on a lattice [6]. We find that the problem of spin-dependent non-
central interaction in itself may be of great intrinsic interest for physics of many- particle 
systems. In nuclear physics, the non-central tensor interaction [3] which explains the finite 
quadrupole moment for deuteron has similar spin structure, but that is supposed to be only a 
small perturbation to the main short-range central force. The dipole-dipole interaction is also 
considered as a perturbation in most condensed matter physics problems. In our case, as we 
have shown in this paper , the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction is the main player to lead to 
a stable equilibrium ferromagnetic JM state in the presence of a very short range repulsive 
finite hard core  interaction of sufficient strength. 
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Figure captions 
Figure 1. Plot of the ratio of the total variational energy  in the ferromagnetic state 
and the variational energy  in the uniform paramagnetic state, as a function of the 
density parameter , in the absence of any hard core interaction. 
Solid curves represent the determinantal HF calculations in the JM ferromagnetic state 
for different parameters 
E
0E
msm rrr /)21.2( 0=
2β  representing quadrupolar deformation of the surface 
bounding the occupied states )(kn
r
↑ =1, and dotted curves represent our earlier 
calculation [1] using a variational single particle density matrix  with quadrupolar 
deformation parameter 
)1(ρ
β . 
 
Figure 2. Comparison of the variational energy  in the ferromagnetic state calculated   E
using determinantal HF wave functions with purely quadrupolar and purely dipolar 
deformations of the occupation function, as a function of the density parameter   
, in the absence of any hard core interaction. The solid curves 
represent the ratio  for different   quadrupolar deformation parameters 
msm rrr /)21.2( 0=
0
)( / EE Q 2β  in 
the JM state, whereas the dash-dot curves represent the ratio  for the square 
of different dipolar parameters 
0
.)( / EE dip
1β . 
 
Figure 3.  Plot of the total variational HF energy   in the ferromagnetic JM state, in 
units of the enrgy  of the corresponding paramagnetic noninteracting gas, in the 
presence of the magnetic dipole interaction as well as a repulsive short range hard core 
interaction of range  and strength , as a function of   . Plots are for two 
values of the ratio of the two coupling constants , in which the  
label   is the  range  in units of the magnetic length .
E
0E
a 0U mrr /0
23
0 / μaUcm ≡Γ
mrap /≡ a )/2( 22 hμmrm ≡
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